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Running Mate | Group Discussion Questions
Week 8 | Final Reflections
Digest the story:
1.

2.

3.
4.

How did you feel about the ending of the story? What will the next four
years will be like in Dorsey’s administration?
When Vice President Franklin promised to run against President Dorsey in
four years, he proposed a short, simple campaign that would be totally
unlike the current system. Do you feel that would be helpful or detrimental
for voters?
What was your favorite part of the story and why?
Do you think Pastor Matt should write a sequel?

Consider current Events:
1.
2.

Why have people protested Trump’s victory, sometimes violently? Do their
concerns have merit? If Trump supporters were protesting a Hillary victory?
How would the post-election be different if Hillary Clinton had become
Trump’s Vice President, according to the Running Mate scenario?

Think about leadership:
1.

Abraham Lincoln preferred a charitable approach to the South after the Civil
War, but his assassination enabled President Andrew Johnson’s harsh
approach to win the day and further alienate the South. Similarly, Germany
was treated harshly after losing World War I, which Hitler seized upon in his
rise to power. What does history tell us about how victors should lead after a
political or military victory?

Jesus is My Running Mate
1.

2.

Read Matthew 5:38-48 and Proverbs 25:21-22. Evaluate Jesus’ approach to
engaging your enemies and opponents. What are the risks of engaging in this
way and what are the benefits? Is it realistic or just an idealistic religious
platitude? Did he live this way himself?
How have you found yourself developing as a person or leader as you’ve
discussed this story?
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